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Intensity coding of auditory stimuli] an fMRI study
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Abstract*The e}ect of stimulus intensity "sound pressure level\ SPL# of auditory stimuli on the BOLD response in the auditory
cortex was investigated in 03 young and healthy subjects\ with no hearing abnormalities\ using echo!planar\ functional magnetic
resonance imaging "fMRI# during a verbal and a non!verbal auditory discrimination task[ The stimuli were presented block!wise at
three di}erent intensities] 84\ 74 and 64 dB "SPL#[ All subjects showed fMRI signal increases in superior temporal gyrus "STG#
covering primary and secondary auditory cortex[ Most importantly\ the spatial extent of the fMRI response in STG increased with
increasing stimulus intensity[ It is hypothesized that spreading of excitation is associated with the encoding of increasing stimulus
intensity levels[ In addition\ we found bifrontal activation supposedly evoked by the auditory!articulary loop of working memory[
The results presented here should assist in the design of optimal activation strategies for studying the auditory cortex with fMRI
paradigms and may help in understanding intensity coding of auditory stimuli[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Key Words] cerebral blood ~ow^ auditory cortex^ functional imaging^ acoustic perception^ temporal lobe^ magnetic resonance
imaging^ functional magnetic resonance imaging[

Introduction

Non!invasive methods such as functional magnetic res!
onance imaging "fMRI# and positron emission tom!
ography "PET# are becoming more and more widespread
for the study of sensory or cognitive functions[ The
BOLD "blood oxygen level dependent# contrast fMRI
method measures regional changes of the nuclear mag!
netic resonance signal during brain activity[ It is generally
accepted that increased blood ~ow and oxygenation at
the capillary venous level in activated tissue lead to
decreased intravoxel dephasing\ resulting in increased sig!
nal[ In a series of studies it was shown that fMRI is also
useful to study auditory perception processes despite the
ambient masking noise from the scanner ð2\ 3\ 5\ 7Ł[
However\ data regarding the elementary stimulus vari!
ables "intensity\ rate\ duration# determining cerebral
blood ~ow responses have been relatively few[ For
instance\ rate of stimulus presentation has been shown to
be a signi_cant variable determining regional cerebral
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blood ~ow in humans using PET ð8\ 17Ł and fMRI ð6Ł[ The
present study measures fMRI responses in the auditory
cortex during verbal and non!verbal auditory stimulation
in which the stimulus intensity was varied across con!
ditions in an attempt to answer the question of whether
stimulus intensity might in~uence the fMRI response in
the auditory cortex[

Methods

Fourteen volunteers "02 men and one woman#\ ranging in
age from 19Ð28 years\ with no history of neurological or audi!
ological illness were studied[ Hand preference was determined
by observing each subject|s performance of twelve unimanual
and bimanual tasks taken from Annett|s handedness ques!
tionnaire ð0Ł[ All participants used their right hand for all tasks
"with {{either|| preferences being acceptable for unscrewing a
jar lid\ holding the top of a shovel\ dealing cards\ or holding
the top of a broom#[ After a full explanation of the nature and
risks of the research\ subjects gave informed written consent for
all studies according to a protocol approved by the Ethics
Committee of the Heinrich!Heine University\ Du�sseldorf[

General methods

Functional MR images were acquired using a 0[4 Tesla Sie!
mens MRI system "SIEMENS Magnetom Vision\ Erlangen\
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Germany#\ equipped with echo planar imaging "EPI# capability
and a standard radiofrequency "RF# head coil for transmit and
receive[ Pulse sequence parameters were as follows] gradient
echo EPI^ repetition time "TR# � 4 s^ echo time "TE# � 55 ms^
_eld of view "FOV# � 199×199 mm^ ~ip angle "SOND!
ZEICHEN 86 "ðgkal# � 89>^ matrix size � 53×53^ in!plane res!
olution � 2[014×2[014 mm^ slice thickness � 2[9 mm^ inter!
slice gap � 9[2 mm[ Using a mid!sagittal scout image\ 05 axial
slices were oriented in the anteriorÐposterior commissure "ACÐ
PC# plane\ with the lowermost slice positioned to be 19 mm
below the ACÐPC line[ In addition\ high!resolution\ T0!weigh!
ted anatomical images of the entire brain were obtained in 2D
using the mp!rage "magnetisation!prepared\ rapid acquisition
gradient echo# pulse sequence with the following parameters]
TR � 39 ms^ TE � 4 ms^ a � 39>^ 0 excitation^ FOV � 129
mm^ matrix � 145×145^ 017 sagittal slices with 0[14 mm slice
thickness[

During scanning the room lights were dimmed and the sub!
jects| eyes were open[ Auditory stimuli were presented bin!
aurally using a digital playback system\ a magnetically shielded
transducer system and air conduction through paired plastic
tubes[ The air conduction system terminated in tightly occlusive
headphones allowing unimpeded conduction of the stimulus
with good suppression of ambient scanner noise by about 19
dB[

During each experimental condition\ a series of 40 images
were acquired[ Each series consisted of multiple periods of
{{baseline|| "OFF#\ during which subjects heard only the ambi!
ent machine noise\ alternating with periods of {{activation||
"ON#\ during which prepared auditory stimuli were delivered[
Each series began with three baseline images "04 s interval#\
followed by 37 images during which {{rest|| alternated with
{{activation|| every 29 s "59 s:cycle\ 01 images:cycle\ 3 cycles#[
The total duration of each image series was about 3 min[

Auditory stimuli and experimental conditions

During Experiment 0\ nine subjects "7 men and 0 woman#
received verbal stimuli[ Stimuli were 05!bit\ digitally!sampled\
consonant!vowel "CV# syllables ":ka:\ :ta:\ :pa:\ :ga:\ :da:\ :ba:#
recorded by a trained phonetician[ The onset\ duration\ inten!
sity\ click!free onset and o}set\ as well as fundamental fre!
quency of the stimuli were edited and synchronized by means
of a speech editor[ The duration of syllables ranged from 209Ð
259 ms\ depending on voice onset times\ with a vowel duration
of 299 ms[ Voice onset times "in ms# for the stops were approxi!
mately k � 59\ t � 49\ p � 39\ g � 19\ d � 04\ b � 09[ These
syllables were randomized[ One!third of the trials consisted of
the syllable :ta: which served as target in the latter experiments[
The interval between syllables was 0 s[ Subjects were instructed
to respond to any occurrence of the target syllable\ :ta:\ by
brie~y lifting the index _nger of their left hand[ Because a
plethysmograph was _xed on the index _nger\ _nger movement
in the magnetic _eld of the scanner produced a signal on a
monitor outside the magnet enabling registration of subject
responses[ Three experimental conditions were performed[ Dur!
ing each experimental condition the auditory stimuli were pre!
sented with di}erent intensities\ namely\ "i# 64 dB\ "ii# 74 dB\ or
"iii# 84 dB[ The order of experimental conditions was ran!
domized across the nine subjects[

During Experiment 1\ _ve further subjects "all male# were
presented with non!verbal stimuli during scanning[ Stimuli were
05!bit\ digitally!sampled tones "pure sine waves] 1999\ 0999\
799\ 599\ 399 and 199 Hz# with 499 ms duration each[ The order
of tones was randomized for each subject[ One!third of the
trials consisted of the 0999 Hz tones which served as target
tones[ The interval between tones was 0 s[ Subjects were
instructed to respond to any occurrence of the target tone by

brie~y lifting the index _nger of their left hand[ We applied the
discrimination task in both experiments in order to force the
subjects to attend to the stimuli[ Experiments previously per!
formed in our laboratory revealed that ignoring or passively
listening to auditory stimuli strongly in~uenced the BOLD
response in the auditory cortex ð07Ł[ As in Experiment 0\ there
were also three experimental conditions which were randomized
across subjects[ During each condition the auditory stimuli were
presented with di}erent intensities ""i# 64 dB\ "ii# 74 dB\ or "iii#
84 dB#[

Because of the limitations involved in taking an SPL meter
into an MRI scanner\ the intensity of the stimuli "mean signal
intensity "SPL# during a 29 s epoch# was determined outside
the scanner using an arti_cial head "Bruel + Kjaer KA526#
wearing the headphones[ Frequency analysis of the speech
sounds revealed the typical fundamental frequencies for the
vowel :a: "799 Hz ð−22 dBŁ and 0199 Hz ð−23 dBŁ#\ the fun!
damental frequency of the speaker "023 Hz ð−26 dBŁ#\ and the
corresponding overtones[

The noise level within the MRI scanner was measured 0
m from the bore of the scanner magnet with a capacitance
microphone revealing a rms level of 89Ð099 dB[ Because the
attenuation factor of the headphones was about 19 dB\ the
average intensity of the scanner noise perceived by the subjects
was estimated to be about 69Ð79 dB[ Frequency analysis of the
noise generated by the EPI sequence recorded in the scanner
revealed _ve prominent frequencies[ The corresponding ampli!
tudes relative to the maximum amplitude were] 501 Hz "−04
dB#\ 0736 Hz "−18 dB#\ 2925 Hz "−10 dB#\ 2254 Hz "−26 dB#\
and 2533 Hz "−25 dB#[ This analysis revealed an overlap of
the prominent frequencies of the EPI!noise with prominent
frequencies of the stimuli only for the 599 Hz tone[ However\
the 599 Hz tone is not a target tone in the monitoring paradigm[
Thus\ masking e}ects should only be minimal[ In order to
further reduce possible masking e}ects of scanner noise on the
experimental stimuli\ a TR of 4 s was adopted resulting in a
non!masked presentation of the stimuli in 59) of the fMRI
measurement time "measurement of one 05!slice EPI scan lasts
about 1 s\ resulting in 2 s intervals of silence between scans#[

Image analysis

Image analysis was performed on a SPARC 19 workstation
"Sun Microsystems# using MATLAB "Mathworks Inc[\ Natiek\
MA\ U[S[A[# and SPM85b software "SPM software\ MRC
Cyclotron Unit\ London\ U[K[#\ ð00Ł[ The _rst three images of
each time!series\ during which the MR signal reaches a steady!
state\ were discarded[ The 37 remaining volume images of each
condition were automatically realigned to the _rst image to
correct for head movement between scans ð09Ł[ The images of
the three conditions were then coregistered and transformed
into a standard stereotaxic space corresponding to the atlas of
Talairach and Tournoux ð22Ł\ using the intercommissural line
as the reference plane for the transformation[ This normalizing
spatial transformation matches each scan "in a least!squares
sense# to a template image that already conforms to standard
space[ The procedure starts with a 01!parameter a.ne trans!
formation and a six!parameter three!dimensional quadratic "or
second order# deformation followed by non!linear "plastic#
deformations on a slice by slice basis using Fourier!like basis
functions^ the parameters are estimated using a least!squares
approach after linearizing the problem ð09Ł[ In this space one
pixel represents 3×3 mm in the x and y dimensions\ with an
interplanar distance of 3 mm\ allowing direct cross!reference to
the atlas topography[ These stereotaxically transformed func!
tional data sets from each subject were smoothed slightly with
a Gaussian _lter of root!mean!square radius of 3 mm to
improve the signal!to!noise ratio and to approximate normal
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distribution of the data[ Voxels that had values greater than 9[7
of the volume mean in all the images were selected to restrict
analysis to intracranial regions[ The e}ects of global "whole
volume# activity and time were removed using linear regression
and sine:cosine functions as confounds "up to a maximum of
1[4 cycles per 37 scans#[ Removing the latter confounds cor!
responds to high!pass _ltering the time series to remove low
frequency artifacts due to cardio!respiratory and other cyclical
components[

Statistical parameter mapping

The stereotaxically normalized fMRI time!series data of each
subject were analysed separately[ Signi_cantly activated pixels
were searched for by using the {{General Linear Model||
approach for time!series data suggested by Friston et al[ ð00Ð
04\ 16\ 25Ł[ An ANOVA was calculated for each voxel of the
functional data set comparing the three intensity blocks with
the three rest blocks[ The resulting F maps of those voxels with
signi_cantly increased signals "P ³ 9[90# were converted to Z
maps and an algorithm based on the method derived by Friston
et al[ ð04Ł was used to determine the size of each activated
{{cluster||\ or region of contiguously activated voxels and the
probability of each region\ based on its spatial extent[ Only
clusters with a probability of P ³ 9[94 "corrected for multiple
comparisons# and a height threshold of Z � 2[98 "not corrected
for multiple comparisons# were considered for further evalu!
ation[ The activated voxels surviving this procedure were super!
imposed on {{SPM brain projections|| and on individual
stereotaxically normalized high!resolution MR!anatomical
scans[ Because the clusters of activated voxels covered a wide
range of the auditory cortex\ we additionally de_ned regions of
interest "ROI# in each hemisphere to account for the diversity
of the auditory cortex "primary\ immediate and secondary audi!
tory cortex#[ These ROIs were de_ned according to the Talai!
rach atlas and prominent sulcal and gyral landmarks "Heschl|s
gyrus\ sylvian _ssure\ ramus posterior ascendens\ ramus pos!
terior descendens\ and superior temporal sulcus ð08\ 20Ł] "0# the
primary and immediate auditory area "Broadmann area\ BA
30:31# and "1# the auditory association area "BA 11#[ However\

Fig[ 0[ Schematic representation of mean activated areas on stereotaxically normalized SPM glass brains] "a# verbal stimuli study\
"b# non!verbal stimuli study[ The three brain projections viewing the brain from above "transverse#\ the right "sagittal# and the back

"coronal#[

the exact spatial delineation of the auditory cortices is currently
not possible for the following reasons] "i# the spatial extent
of the cytoarchitectonic area of the primary and immediate
auditory cortex is currently unknown\ "ii# the exact delineation
of the anatomical landmarks was not possible because of the
limited spatial resolution of the normalized fMRI images "3
mm2#\ "iii# the angulated shape of the Heschl|s gyri and the
sylvian _ssure varied considerably in horizontal and vertical
directions within subjects "left vs right hemisphere# and between
subjects[ Thus\ we de_ned as primary and immediate auditory
cortex a region covering the Heschl|s gyrus "as de_ned by the
Heschl|s sulcus and the _rst transverse sulcus# on at least two
horizontal planes taken from the Talairach atlas "Z � 01 and
Z � 7#[ The secondary auditory cortex was de_ned as the area
posterior to the primary and immediate auditory cortex extend!
ing into the inferior and superior directions from plane Z � 9
and to Z � 19 more posteriorily[ Thus\ our ROI de_nitions and
Broadman area "BA# designations should be taken only as
approximate[ For these ROIs\ numbers of signi_cantly acti!
vated voxels\ as well as mean signal intensity changes relative
to baseline were determined for each subject individually "indi!
vidual analysis#[

In order to present pictorially the overall pattern of activation
across subjects the stereotaxically transformed functional data
sets were averaged across subjects "group analysis#[ As for the
individual analyses only pixels passing a height threshold of
Z � 2[98 and a cluster threshold of P ³ 9[94 were considered
as signi_cant[ The activated voxels surviving this procedure
were superimposed on {{SPM brain projections|| "Fig[0a and
0b#[ From these analyses stereotaxically coordinates of center!
of!mass of activated regions were determined and are presented
in Tables 0 and 1[

Results

Subjects were able to perform the discrimination tasks
quite well "average hit rates for verbal stimuli] 64
dB�73)\ 74 dB�73)\ 84 dB�76)^ for non!verbal
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Table 0[ Signi_cant activation foci for the three stimulus intensity conditions "verbal stimuli# obtained in the group analysis[ We
report only positive activation peaks located within the parenchyma[ Stereotaxic center!of!mass coordinates refer to medial!lateral
position "x# relative to midline "positive � right#\ anterior!posterior position "y# relative to the anterior commissure "posi!

tive � anterior#\ and superior!inferior position "z# relative to the commissural line "positive � superior#

Coordinates "mm#
Stimulus Broadman
intensity x y z Z!score Atlas structure at center!of!mass area

64 dB 45 −19 3 7\5 Right transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31
−45 −33 01 5\3 Left superior temporal gyrus 11

45 −05 3 7\0 Right superior temporal gyrus 11
−45 −11 01 2\5 Left transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31

17 45 −3 5\4 Right middle frontal gyrus 09
25 19 −3 4\8 Right inferior frontal gyrus 36

−33 01 05 4\3 Left inferior frontal gyrus 36
13 39 3 3\0 Right inferior frontal gyrus 34

−45 01 −3 2\4 Left inferior frontal gyrus 36

74 dB −45 −19 3 7\5 Left superior temporal gyrus 11
−45 −19 01 6\8 Left transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31

45 −25 3 6\7 Right superior temporal gyrus 11
45 −13 01 6\6 Right transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30
25 19 −7 6\6 Right inferior frontal gyrus 36
39 30 5 6\4 Right precental gyrus 5
25 21 01 5\0 Right inferior frontal gyrus 09

−25 45 3 4\8 Left middle frontal gyrus 09
−3 −59 −7 4\4 Cerebellum

84 dB 45 −19 −3 7\6 Right middle temporal gyrus 10
−45 −19 3 7\4 Left superior temporal gyrus 11

59 −25 7 6\7 Right superior temporal gyrus 11
45 −13 01 6\6 Right transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31

−45 −19 01 6\5 Left transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31
25 19 −7 6\8 Right inferior frontal gyrus 36

−3 −59 −3 6\3 Cerebellum
−25 59 3 3\8 Left middle frontal gyrus 09

25 21 01 3\5 Right inferior frontal gyrus 35

Table 1[ Signi_cant activation foci for the three stimulus intensity conditions "non!verbal stimuli# obtained in the group analysis[
We report only positive activation peaks located within the parenchyma[ Stereotaxic center!of!mass coordinates refer to medialÐ
lateral position "x# relative to midline "positive � right#\ anteriorÐposterior position "y# relative to the anterior commissure "posi!

tive � anterior# and superior!inferior position "z# relative to the commissural line "positive � superior#

Coordinates "mm#
Stimulus Broadman
intensity x y z Z!score Atlas structure at center!of!mass area

64 dB −41 −17 05 6\9 Left superior temporal gyrus 11
−45 −13 01 3\5 Left transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31

53 −01 3 6\2 Right superior temporal gyrus 11
45 17 05 5\5 Right inferior frontal gyrus 35

74 dB −33 −19 3 5\6 Left superior temporal gyrus 11
53 −13 7 6\6 Right superior temporal gyrus 11
59 −19 01 3\2 Right transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31

−45 −19 01 2\5 Left transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31
−39 13 9 3\8 Left inferior frontal gyrus 34
045 21 05 6\9 Right inferior frontal gyrus 34

84 dB −33 −19 5 5\7 Left superior temporal gyrus 11
45 −13 7 6\5 Right superior temporal gyrus 11
41 −05 01 3\0 Right transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31

−45 −19 01 2\4 Left transverse temporal gyrus "Heschl# 30:31
−39 13 1 4\0 Left inferior frontal gyrus 34

45 21 01 5\4 Right inferior frontal gyrus 34
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Table 2[ Mean number of activated voxels "and standard deviations# for BA11 for each condition "64\ 74 and
84 dB#\ both hemispheres "lHem\ rHem] left and right hemisphere# and for each study "verbal and non!verbal#

64 dB 74 dB 84 dB 64 dB 74 dB 84 dB
Study lHem lHem lHem rhem rhem rhem

Verbal
Mean 49[2 191[1 311[1 63[5 126[2 318[5
SD 20[8 81[0 220[8 34[1 48[8 236[3

Non!verbal
Mean 36[5 28[5 022[1 67[9 092[7 079[9
SD 79[5 45[0 60[0 003[8 02[9 77[9

Total
Mean 38[3 033[0 208[9 64[7 078[5 239[3
SD 40[1 001[70 299[9 62[9 88[3 292[3

stimuli] 64 dB�65)\ 74 dB�64)\ 84 dB�58)#[ The
target syllables were discriminated signi_cantly better
than the target tones "F"0\01#�08\7\ P³ 9[990#[ Stimu!
lus intensity only had an e}ect on the discrimination of
verbal stimuli but not on non!verbal stimuli
"F"1\13#�09[4\ P³ 9[990#[

Group analysis

Contrasting fMRI signals obtained under baseline con!
ditions "OFF period# with those obtained during acti!
vation conditions "ON periods# revealed signi_cantly
activated voxels mainly in the superior temporal gyrus
"STG# of both hemispheres "Fig[ 0#[ The center!of!mass
of the activation in these regions fell well within the
secondary and primary auditory cortices "Tables 0 and
1# of both hemispheres[ Beside these activations found
in the auditory cortex there were additionally activated
regions mainly in the inferior and middle frontal gyrus
"BA 36\ 35\ 34\ 3# the left precentral gyrus "BA 5#\ the
left middle temporal gyrus "BA 10#\ the anterior part of

Table 3[ Mean number of activated voxels "and standard deviations# for BA30:31 for each condition "64\ 74
and 84 dB#\ both hemispheres "lHem\ rHem] left and right hemisphere# and for each study "verbal and non!

verbal#

64 dB 74 dB 84 dB 64 dB 74 dB 84 dB
Study lHem lHem lHem rhem rhem rhem

Verbal
Mean 10[9 63[6 099[9 05[0 36[8 56[3
Std 20[4 37[2 42[8 14[4 30[4 34[7

Non!verbal
Mean 28[5 63[3 88[9 35[3 43[7 65[5
Std 61[7 34[8 27[2 41[4 34[0 11[9

Total
Mean 16[5 63[5 88[5 15[8 49[3 69[6
Std 37[1 34[5 36[2 27[3 30[1 27[1

the left superior temporal gyrus "BA 11:27#\ and the
cerebellum[

Individual analysis

Because the main interest of the present work was to
study the BOLD response in the auditory cortex\ we shall
concentrate for the individual analysis on activation in
these areas[ The number of activated voxels in both audi!
tory ROIs "BA 30:31 and BA 11# were subjected to sep!
arate 2×1×1 ANOVAs "intensity] 64\ 74 and 84 dB\
hemisphere] left and right and study] verbal vs non!
verbal# with repeated measurements on two factors "inten!
sity and hemisphere#[ The mean number of voxels for
both ROIs are presented in Tables 1 and 2[ Because there
were inhomogeneities of variances we also calculated the
statistics ETA1 in order to demonstrate the more descrip!
tive approach of the present analysis and to describe the
variance which accounted for a speci_c e}ect[ The three!
level intensity factors were decomposed into two ortho!
gonal contrasts testing for di}erences between 64 dB "low
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intensity# and the average of 74 dB and 84 dB "high
intensity#\ as well as di}erences between 74 dB and
84 dB[ For the number of voxels counted in BA 11 we
found a signi_cant intensity e}ect with more voxels
activated under higher intensities ""84 dB¦74 dB#:1]
F"0\01#�00[2\ P³ 9[990\ ETA1 �9[37#[ There was also
an interaction between intensity and study for the di}er!
ence between low and high intensities "F"0\01#�4[0\
P�9[93\ ETA1 �9[18# re~ecting the sharper rise in the
number of voxels from low to high intensity for verbal
stimuli[ In addition\ we found that more voxels were
activated in the right hemisphere "F"0\01#�09[8\
P³ 9[990\ ETA1 �9[36# and during the stimulation with
verbal stimuli "F"0\01#�3[7\ P³ 9[94\ ETA1 �9[18#[
The number of voxels activated by the 74 and 84 dB
stimuli di}ered slightly "F"0\01#�3[0\ P³ 9[95\
ETA1 �9[15# with more voxels activated under 84 dB
stimulation[ For this contrast there were also signi_cant
hemisphere "F"0\01#�6[4\ P³ 9[91\ ETA1 �9[28# and
study e}ects ""F"0\01#�4[5\ P�9[92\ ETA1 �9[21#
re~ecting more voxels activated in the right hemisphere
and during verbal stimulation[

In BA 30:31 we also found more voxels activated by
high intensity stimuli than by low intensity stimuli
F"0\01#�10[8\ P³ 9[990\ ETA1 �9[54#[ Even the
di}erence between number of voxels activated under the
84 and 74 dB conditions di}ered signi_cantly
"F"0\01#�3[4\ P³ 9[94\ ETA1 �9[16#[

Finally\ there was also a hemisphere di}erence yielding
more voxels activated in the left hemisphere
"F"0\01#�5[4\ P³ 9[91\ ETA1 �9[24#[ In contrast to
the aforementioned region "BA11#\ we found no di}er!
ence for the number of activated voxels during verbal
and non!verbal stimulation[ Figure 1 shows the mean
number of active voxels for both ROIs\ averaged over all
subjects\ separately\ for both experiments[ It is obvious
that the spatial extent of activated volume in the auditory

Fig[ 1[ "a# Mean number of activated voxels in BA 11 and "b# in BA 30:31 under three stimulus intensity conditions and for both
studies "verbal and non!verbal stimuli#[

cortex strongly varied with the intensity of auditory stim!
uli "Figs 0 and 1#[ Mean signal intensity for the ROIs
varied between 9[5Ð0[7) "relative to baseline#\ but there
was no signi_cant e}ect of stimulus intensity\ hemisphere\
or study on the signal intensity[

Discussion

During both auditory tasks we observed activation in
the primary and secondary auditory cortex "BA 30\ 31\
and 11#\ consistent with the _ndings of previous fMRI
studies ð3\ 6\ 7\ 12\ 21\ 23Ł and earlier work with PET ð06\
11\ 13\ 15\ 17\ 24\ 27Ł[ The present study again dem!
onstrates that verbal and non!verbal auditory stimulation
evokes a BOLD response in the primary and secondary
auditory cortex despite a signi_cant background of
acoustic noise from the gradient system of the scanner[

However\ the main _nding of the present study is a
robust and highly signi_cant stimulus intensity e}ect on
the spatial extent of activated volume in auditory cortex[
The spatial extent of the activated volume increases with
increasing level of stimulus intensity[ The results of this
study are in contrast to those of an earlier fMRI study
ð12Ł which found no in~uence of stimulus intensity on the
BOLD response in auditory cortex[ It is di.cult to make
a direct comparison of our work with the above!men!
tioned report[ However\ a number of di}erences may
help to explain why we obtained an intensity!dependent
activation e}ect which was absent in the earlier work[
Millen et al[ did not actively control for head movement
artifacts although head movements are\ unfortunately\
all too common in fMRI experiments despite the use of
head restraints and with subjects who are fully aware of
the e}ects of head movements on the data[ Artifacts
resulting from head movement are a serious confound
and can lead to false identi_cation of activated regions
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and general misinterpretation of results ð05Ł[ Millen et al[
used a rather short TR of 1 s which leads to saturation
e}ects and necessitates the use of correction for spin
history e}ects^ no such correction was performed in the
previous work and was rendered unnecessary here by the
use of a long TR period "4 s# which also decreases the
masking in~uence of acoustic scanner noise ð29Ł since
there are noise!free periods in the paradigm during which
stimuli are presented[ Possible di}erences may also arise
from the use of a 04 mm slice thickness by Millen et
al[ as compared with 2 mm thick slices in this study[
Additionally\ it has been shown elegantly by Bandettini
et al[ ð1Ł that the acoustic noise generated by the gradient
system does result in activation of the auditory cortex[
The activation signal in the above!mentioned study falls
to zero in about 4 s\ further demonstrating the need to
avoid short TR times for fMRI studies of the auditory
system[ There is also another substantive procedural
di}erence which makes direct comparisons di.cult[ In
our study\ the auditory stimuli ranged between 64Ð84 dB
while they were in the range of 19Ð49 dB in the Millen et
al[ study[ It is indeed remarkable that they were able to
evoke reliable BOLD responses in the auditory cortex by
using such low intensity stimuli[ Our own experience is
that reducing the stimulus intensity to 59 dB reduces the
signal in auditory cortex dramatically\ mostly making it
impossible to detect statistically signi_cant activations[
Hence\ as our lowest intensity\ we used 64 dB in order to
reliably evoke BOLD responses in all subjects[ It should
be noted that recent studies of auditory stimuli in fMRI
experiments used high!intensity stimuli\ often greater
than 89 dB ð4\ 5\ 7Ł in order to reduce the masking e}ect
of the scanner noise[ Millen at al[ inconsistently varied the
di}erent intensities across the experimental conditions\
making it di.cult to exclude possible carry over e}ects[

It is known that fMRI signals are in~uenced by chan!
ged oxygenation levels of brain tissue as well as to oxy!
genation in draining veins[ However\ because we used a
relatively long TR time "4 s# in order to reduce saturation
e}ects and signal intensity changes associated with in~ow
e}ects in draining veins\ it is very likely that the fMRI
signals measured here at least indirectly re~ects neuronal
activity[ Thus\ the fMRI signals monitored here probably
indicate intensity and:or loudness coding in the auditory
processing system[ From basic psychophysical experi!
ments it is known that up to a stimulus intensity of about
59 dB above threshold\ intensities are neurally signaled
as changes in _ring rates of neurons with similar center
frequencies "CF#[ For intensities greater than 59 dB above
threshold most neurons are saturated "_ring at their
maximum rate#[ Only a small fraction of these neurons
have thresholds much higher than the majority[ These
{{high threshold|| neurons are additionally activated
under high intensity stimulation coding intensity with
increasing neural _ring rate ð19\ 10Ł[ Because the pro!
portion of nerve _bers with wide dynamic range "{{high
threshold|| _bers# is only about 09) and changes in
intensity result in only small changes in _ring rates a

further mechanism for the coding of intensity changes at
high intensities is necessary[ One very likely mechanism
is that the neural excitation pattern of the stimulus spre!
ads with increasing intensity[ At high intensities the
majority of neurons at the center of the pattern would be
saturated\ but changes in intensity could still be signaled
by changes in the _ring rates of neurons at the edges of the
pattern[ Taken together\ increasing _ring rate of {{high
threshold|| neurons and spreading of activations to neigh!
boring neurons might be associated with an increased
spatial extent and fMRI intensity of neural activity[ How!
ever\ the intensity e}ect was smaller for the high intensity
stimuli "84 dB× 74 dB# than for the di}erence between
low "64 dB# and high "average of 74 and 84 dB# intensity
stimuli[ This result might indicate a possible saturation
of cerebral blood ~ow and:or of an increase in spatial
extent of neural activity[ A _nal comment should be made
on the relation between the psychophysical measures of
target detection and the BOLD response under the three
intensity conditions[ There was a drop in target detection
performance under the low intensity condition only for
the verbal but not for the non!verbal stimuli[ Thus\ the
intensity dependent BOLD response does not solely
depend on the discriminability of stimuli[ However\ from
psychophysical studies it is known that the dis!
criminability of auditory stimuli increases with increasing
stimulus intensity implying a possible interaction between
stimulus intensity and stimulus discriminability[

A further interesting result of the present study is that
verbal stimuli evoked a greater extent of activity within
the secondary auditory cortex than the non!verbal stim!
uli[ This might indicate that processing of verbal stimuli
is performed in more widespread neural networks than
the processing of simple tones[ This assumption coincides
with recent electrophysiological studies on non!human
primates demonstrating that complex sounds evoked a
more extended activity over the auditory cortex ð18Ł[
Interestingly\ there was no general di}erence in terms of
activated volume in the primary auditory cortex\ sug!
gesting that similar networks are involved in the primary
processing of auditory stimuli[

In addition\ we found activation in the left and right
inferior frontal gyri during the monitoring of verbal and
non!verbal stimuli[ This result conforms with the sugges!
tions that the superior temporal gyrus and the inferior
frontal gyrus form a network speci_cally associated with
the retrieval and rehearsal of auditory information\ par!
ticulary in the absence of external stimulation ð26Ł[ Acti!
vation of this auditory network during our tasks parallels
_ndings from a study in which silent rehearsal of letter
strings produces bilateral activation of the superior tem!
poral gyrus and the inferior frontal gyrus ð14Ł[ This sug!
gested to the authors of the above!referenced study that
the articulatory loop of working memory includes a sub!
vocal rehearsal system[ This interpretation suggests the
possibility that in our study\ an internal\ auditory rep!
resentation of the target was sustained in order to be used
for comparison with the actual stimuli[ It might also be
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possible that the comparison of the actual syllable with
the target syllable is only possibly via this articulatory
loop since both stimuli types are only present auditorily[

Conclusion

The present fMRI study demonstrates that the spatial
extent of activation in superior temporal gyrus in an
auditory discrimination task strongly depends on stimu!
lus intensity[ The spatial extent of activated volume
increases with increasing stimulus intensity[ The results
suggest that increasing stimulus intensity is associated
with increasing cerebral blood ~ow\ most likely indicating
spreading excitation of adjacent neurons at the edge of
best!_ring neurons[ The present results may help in the
understanding of cortical coding of increasing stimulus
intensity and may help to design future fMRI experi!
ments applying auditory stimuli[
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